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Near-infrared spectroscopy has been largely used in neuroscience
as an alternative non-invasive neuroimaging technique, primarily
to measure the oxygenation levels of cerebral hemoglobin. Its
portability and relative robustness against motion artifacts made it
ideal for measuring cerebral blood changes during physical activity.
Usually referred to as ‘functional’ near-infrared spectroscopy when
used to monitor brain changes during motor or cognitive tasks, this
technique often involves the montage of the probes on the fore-
head of the participants to gauge the neurophysiological underpin-
ning of executive functioning. Other applications of near-infrared
spectroscopy include other aspects of cerebral hemodynamics, such
as cerebral pulsatility. More recently, it has been reported how
near-infrared light can affect cognitive and psychological processes
through what is known as photobiomodulation. However, ‘func-
tional’ near-infrared spectroscopy studies do not seem to have taken
this important bit of knowledge into account so far. Hence, drawing
on a selection of near-infrared spectroscopy and photobiomodula-
tion experiments, we suggest an integrative view for near-infrared-
based neuroimaging studies, which should embrace a control for
the possible effects of light stimulation, especially when ‘functional’
near-infrared spectroscopy is considered for testing the effect of an
intervention.
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1. Introduction
Brain research based on non-invasive light-emitting

probes has seen its start in the Seventies [1] and since then
this technology has been used in several experiments and ap-
plications. This commentarywill refer to the different uses of
near-infrared light technology, eitherNIRSor photobiomod-
ulation (PBM), hinting at a possible functional overlap of the
two.

Due to its versatility and compactness, near-infrared spec-
troscopy (NIRS) has been used to explore the effects of phys-
ical exercise before, during and/or after the actual activity.

Here we will revise a series of studies about the effects of
physical activity on the brain and behavioral outcomes, ar-
guing that there might be a possible extra effect operated by
NIRS itself, which has been uncontrolled.

2. NIRS and cerebral pulsatility
Using a sample of older adults with cardiovascular risk

factors, Mohammadi and colleagues [2] have recently mea-
sured the impact of 12 months of a short, aerobic systematic
physical activity on cerebral pulsatility and examined its rela-
tionship with cognition. Cerebral pulsatility, also known as
cerebral pulse amplitude, is related to the enlargement of the
arteries following the pulse pressure wave [3]. The authors
found that one year of exercise is linked to a reduction in cere-
bral pulsatility, and that such reduction is related to a better
executive functioning. In particular, such exercise-driven re-
duction of cerebral pulsatility, is associated with shorter re-
sponse times at the Stroop test. They also found that the cere-
bral pulsatility was lower after a short walk, but this decrease
was more pronounced after one year of regular exercise [2].
By extracting cerebral pulsatile waveforms it is possible to
obtain indices of several parameters related to cerebrovascu-
lar health, namely, arterial compliance, pulse amplitude and
pulse transit time [4]. The clinical relevance ofMohammadi’s
work resides in the fact that pulse amplitude correlates pos-
itively with age [5] and that a consistently higher pulsatility
in the cerebral blood flow (CBF) could be associated with mi-
crovascular damage and cognitive decline [6]. But apart from
their novel and potentially clinically-relevant findings, part
of the originality of this work consists in the use that the au-
thors make of NIRS technology to gauge cerebral pulsatility
which, until now, has been traditionally provided by Tran-
scranial Doppler (TCD) [7, 8]. The measurement of such an
index via optical imaging is not completely novel [4, 5], but,
to our knowledge, this is the first study to do it with physical
activity and cognition.
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3. NIRS: the ‘conventional’ use
Originally intended to gauge clinically-relevant tissue oxy-

genation measures, NIRS has evolved into its ‘functional’ use
with neuroimaging studies [9]. In cognitive neuroscience,
fNIRS is used to gather information about the levels of oxy-
genation of cortical areas. fNIRS is based on the principle
that most biological tissues are semi-transparent to infrared
light, whose wavelengths range between 600 and 1000 nm
[10, 11]. Oxygenated and deoxygenated hemoglobin (oxy-
and deoxy-Hb, or HbO and HbR) in the blood vessels act
as chromophores (light absorbers) and the absorption vari-
ations and extinction coefficients are transformed in concen-
tration of HbO and HbR using the Beer-Lamber law [12].
Thus, when photons are projected into the head, they are ei-
ther scattered by the different layers of the head or absorbed
mainly by oxy- and deoxy-Hb [13]. By measuring the quan-
tity of returning photons as a function of wavelength, the
average regional hemoglobin oxygen saturation can be esti-
mated by the characterization of the spectral absorption of
the underlying tissue [14].

Even though motion and mechanical artifacts still repre-
sent a problem and need to be removed through ad-hoc filters
[15–17], fNIRS is less prone to motion artifacts than other
neuroimaging techniques. It can be utilized during physical
activity [18]. Also, since both aerobic and anaerobic exer-
cise have been proven to protect and enhance cognitive and
brain functions [19–21]. A few studies have lately investi-
gated the effects of short bouts of regular physical activity
on cerebral hemodynamic and cognition. Because infrared
light is strongly absorbed by hair and hair follicles [22], NIRS
probes are usually placed on the forehead of the participants.
While motor and sensory-motor tasks may require the appli-
cation of the device on frontal and temporoparietal cortices
[23, 24], most of the studies using fNIRS focus its investiga-
tion on the metabolism (here meant as oxygen consumption)
and hemoglobin of the prefrontal cortex (PFC) [25, 26]. Ac-
cording to the principle of “neurovascular coupling” changes
in neural activity are associated with an alteration in the cere-
bral blood flow so that a high level of activity in a specific
brain region will determine a local increase of blood flow in
that region [27]. In other words, a brain area that is ‘more ac-
tive’ will receivemore blood supply. Since the PFC is thought
to be the neural substrate of executive functions (EF) [28, 29],
it is no surprise that most of the articles published in cogni-
tive neuroscience using fNIRS report data relative to EF, in-
vestigating the possible correlations between the behavioral
performance and the activation of the PFC.

4. fNIRS and physical activity
The first to apply fNIRS measurements to see the effects

of a single bout of exercise on cognition has been the one car-
ried out by Yanagisawa and colleagues [30], who found a sig-
nificant improvement in cognitive performance after a single
session of physical activity and an enhanced exercise-driven
activation in the left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC).

Importantly, the greater activation matched the improved
cognitive performance, suggesting a direct relationship be-
tween the exercise-driven activation of the DLPFC and the
improved Stroop performance [30]. Further evidence in fa-
vor of the positive effect of physical activity on cognition and
brain activity was provided by other NIRS studies, where it
was found that: NIRS-derived prefrontal cortical hemody-
namics are influenced by exercise intensity, age of partici-
pants and type of cognitive task [31]; activity in PFC is pro-
gressively enhanced during increasing levels of exercise (cy-
cling) [32]; high-fit older women show significant increases
in the cortical right PFC activations as a function of task
difficulty compared to low-fit group [33]; the right infe-
rior frontal gyrus is activated during neuropsychological test-
ing only in high fit women [34]; a continuous rather than
an intermittent type of exercise can lead to a higher corti-
cal oxygenation level and a better performance at the Stroop
tasks compared to pre-exercise indices [35]. On the other
hand, PFC oxygenation and EF-related performance decline
when physical activity becomes too intense [36–38]. In some
cases, even moderate exercise could negatively affect EF and
DLPFC activations [39].

The effects of physical activity are just one of the possible
research strands to find valid interventions to improve cog-
nitive functioning, and fNIRS is a useful tool to provide use-
ful insights into the neural underpinnings of such improve-
ments. However, as we will discuss in the next part of this
manuscript, many of the findings reported above could have
missed an important mechanism that can take place when
projecting NIR light into biological tissue. Therefore, we ar-
gue that many of the results obtained through fNIRS may
have overlooked a possible active contribution of fNIRS it-
self.

Other potential challenges and limitations are also present
when fNIRS is involved, but these have been raised and dis-
cussed elsewhere [40, 41].

5. Near-infrared light photobiomodulation
As outlined in the previous paragraphs, fNIRS has been

proposed in the cognitive neuroscience field as a reliable
tool relying on continuous-wave (yet frequency-domain and
time-domain systems are also available, see [42]) monochro-
matic near-infrared light, to have live monitoring of the
changes in the concentration of oxyHb and deoxyHb. How-
ever, when applied to the head, light in the infrared spec-
trum can also determine changes in neural activity. A proof
of this comes from studies on photobiomodulation (PBM)
[43]. PBM is defined as the administration of visible red
or Near-infrared (NIR) light to stimulate a biological system
[44]. Even though light absorption can yield tissue heat-
ing [45], PBM is a clinically safe technique as it relies on
specific wavelengths which normally do not produce heat-
ing [46]. Indeed, studies on transcranial near-infrared light
therapy (NILT) found no negative effects on the structure or
function of the brain when such light stimulation was deliv-
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ered [47–50]. The primary biological target of PBM is the
cytochrome c oxidase (CCO), an enzyme found in the in-
ner membrane of mitochondria that is essential for cellular
metabolism [51, 52]. CCO, the last unit of the electron trans-
port chain, has a role in completing ATP synthesis in the
mitochondria by swapping electrons from cytochrome c to
molecular oxygen. So, by applying PBM throughNIR light, it
is possible to stimulate CCO, leading to oxygen consumption
and increased energy production via mitochondrial oxidative
phosphorylation [53].

Moreover, since CCO is an adaptive enzyme, the ef-
fects are long-lasting. It is also worth noting that the indi-
rect effects of PBM include those on important messengers
such as calcium, reactive oxygen species and cyclic adeno-
sine monophosphate [54, 55]. All of them are relevant to
diverse biological cascades, which are involved in maintain-
ing homeostasis and activating gene factors and systematic
responses, such as CBF. Indeed, CBF has been proved to be
deficient in neurocognitive disorders [44, 55–58] and certain
disorders such as adults with cardiovascular risk factors [59],
a type of population considered in Mohammadi et al.’s arti-
cle. If the type of design would exclude a role of PBM (via
NIRS) in Mohammadi and colleagues’ work, other studies
have supported the role of PBM through NIR light stimula-
tion in improving the CBF. For example, Tian and coworkers
[60] reported a significant reduction in deoxygenation and
increase in hemoglobin oxygenation in both cerebral hemi-
spheres during irradiation (10 minutes) and post-irradiation
(6 minutes) after applying 1064 nm laser for 10 minutes to
the forehead.

Further experiments have proved that PBM delivered by
NIR-light-emitting devices could elicit changes in brain ac-
tivity. Indeed, Zomorrodi and colleagues [61] performed a
controlled-placebo study, where the brain response wasmea-
sured following aNIR light pulse (810 nmwavelength, 40Hz)
applied on different regions (frontal, left/right temporal, pre-
cuneus cortex, and intranasal) for a 20-minute session. PBM
led to frequency-dependent effects on endogenous brain ac-
tivity. In an Alzheimer’s disease patient [62], low frequen-
cies power reduction (i.e., delta and theta) and a higher fre-
quencies power increase (i.e., alpha, beta, and gamma) were
recorded following light stimulation. These findings might
suggest that PBM could also modulate cortical oscillations
and then brain connectivity in a frequency-dependent man-
ner. So, it is possible to induce significant electrophysiologi-
cal changes in the brain through light stimulation.

Other authors have set out to investigate the effects on
cognition of PBM and physical exercise. One example was
carried out by Nagy and colleagues [63], where a placebo-
controlled clinical trial was performed. Over 2 months,
sixty older adults suffering from anemia and mild cogni-
tive impairment were split into two groups to receive active
or sham PBM, in addition to a moderate aerobic exercise.
Their results showed that both groups significantly improved
hemoglobin level and Montreal Cognitive Assessment Scale

(MoCa-B basic). Although the experimental group exhib-
ited better results, it pointed out that while physical exer-
cise positively impacts cognition, the effect of PBM alone
should not be overlooked. SupplementaryTable 1 provides
a schematic overview of all the relevant experiments reported
to allow for more direct comparability.

6. Conclusions
In conclusion, solid evidence around a substantial impact

of near-infrared light on brain activity is building up, so fu-
ture fNIRS studies should take into account the possible role
played by light stimulation in their experimental designs. A
careful investigation of whether the current devices and set-
tings used for optical imaging can impact the participants’
cognitive performance would be dramatically important. In-
deed, many of the findings from the fNIRS literature may
hide the contribution of fNIRS per se, used as a measure-
ment technique but neglected as a potential source of stim-
ulation. Therefore, when assessing the efficacy of different
interventions, such as physical exercise, on brainmetabolism,
researchers should include fNIRS as a factor and evaluate its
possible effect. Failing to do so may hamper the capacity to
estimate the true magnitude of intervention and lead to spu-
rious results.
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